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“When there is a huge solar energy spill, 
it is called A REALLY NICE DAY.” 

Chief Gordon Planes, T’Sou’ke First Nation

One way of recognizing 
this holiday season 
and New Year is to 

reflect and be thankful for all 
the good things that have come 
our way over the past year. 
For Peace Energy Co-op we 
have a great deal, indeed, to be 
thankful for. 
 This past year has been 

our best ever for solar sales and installations, as well as 
solar consulting contracts, amounting to many times 
more in total dollar value than the previous year. 
 Along with this spectacular growth in our 
solar business, we have developed a highly skilled and 
professional solar team, who can perform all aspects 
of a solar project, including solar potential assessment, 
electrical load analysis, optimal design specifications, 
simulated images of finished projects, cost quotes, 
panel and equipment supply, complete installation and 
commissioning for net metering, and ongoing power 
output monitoring and maintenance.
 Yes, we can be thankful for the big increase in our business this year, a year when we really needed it. But it 
would not have been possible without the superior quality and dedication of our staff and contractors. They are who 
we, on behalf of PEC, should be most thankful for.
 I wish a safe and joyful New Year to you, our members.   Sincerely,
           Steve Rison, 
           President

Unfortunately, Steve Rison (far left) may soon be stepping 
down as president of the board. Here some members of 
the board of directors present him with a going away 
present in recognition of his many years of service to the 
cooperative. Next to Steve left to right are directors Kole 
Casey, Rupert Kirk, Dave Mossing and Don Pettit.
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 Community Solar Initiative 2017

The District of Hudson’s Hope 
has embraced solar energy 
like few other communities in 
Canada. Under the leadership 
of a progressive Mayor, Council 
and staff, more than 500 kilowatts 
of grid-tied solar PV will soon be 
powering nine municipal facilities, 
supplying from 50% to 100% of 

their electrical needs and saving 
the District millions of dollars over 
the coming decades. This makes 
Hudson’s Hope one of the most 
solarized communities per capita 
in the country, and demonstrates 
real leadership in electrical self-
generation, sustainability and fiscal 
responsibility.

 Peace Energy Cooperative 
was proud to be chosen by the 
District of Hudson’s Hope to design, 
supply and install the largest 
municipal solar power system in 
British Columbia. Following is a 
project update and photographs 
of these spectacular solar power 
systems.

Project Update
As of Nov. 30/17, seven of the nine Hudson’s Hope solar arrays 
(these are all the large arrays as shown on the next page plus the 
Visitor Info Centre and the Beryl Prairie Fire Hall) are installed, 
wired and ready to connect to the grid. Early 2018 will see them 
all grid-connected and producing power.
 A 7 kW array will be installed on the new Museum 
building late this year or early next year. The ninth and final 
array, the unique “Solar Wave,”  requires a custom-built racking 
system, which is now being fabricated in Dawson Creek for a 
spring installation at the Hudson’s Hope outdoor swimming 
pool.
 A grand opening/ribbon cutting public event (with 
barbecue!) is tentatively planned for Saturday, June 2, 2018. All 
District of Hudson’s Hope residents and PEC members will 
receive invitations as the date approaches. Stay tuned!
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The Bullhead Mountain Curling 
Club building has a 72 kW solar 
array, which over a full year use 
cycle will provide 100% of its 
electrical needs.

These high quality 
aerial photos were 
taken by Don 
Pettit with PEC’s 
DJI Phantom 4 Pro 
quadcopter.

The District Office has a 53 kW 
solar array, which will provide 
about 80% of its electrical needs 
over any given service year.

The new Hudson’s Hope Public 
Works Shop has a 92 kW solar 
array, which will provide about 
90% of its electrical needs

The Hudson’s Hope Arena has 
received a 132 kW solar array, 
which will provide about 52% of 
its electrical needs.

122.4 kW of ground mounted 
solar  has been installed at 
the Sewage Treatment Lagoons 
which we estimate will provide 
about half of the facility’s 
electricity. This very large ground 
mount is over 600 ft long!
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The Tourist Information Centre has 10.1 kW of solar 
installed, which is now feeding power to the grid and 
providing about 50% of the Centre’s electrical needs.

The Hudson’s Hope outdoor 
swimming pool facility will 
be the home of a unique 
“Solar Wave.” This sculptural, 
curved 54 foot long solar 
array will provide 10.2 kW of 
solar electricity, reducing the 
electrical bill for the pool by 
about 12%. The Solar Wave 
will also be an attractive and 
one-of-a-kind architectural 
feature (we hope to light it up 
at night!) that provides shade 
and shelter to pool users. 
Designed by the creative 
Peace Energy Co-op team, the 
Solar Wave is presently being 
fabricated in Dawson Creek 
and will be installed early next 
year, in plenty of time for the 
swimming season. (Artwork by 
John-Paul McCarthy, Hudson’s 
Hope.)

Left: This photo simulation shows the 7 kW museum 
solar array which will soon be installed. It will provide 
about 70% of the museum facility’s electricity.

Above: The Beryl Prairie Fire Hall has a 7.5 kW solar array 
installed which will provide about 80% of the electricity 
it needs.
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Our Hudson’s Hope solar project has clearly 
attracted the attention of other municipalities in 
the Peace River Region.
 The City of Dawson Creek spends about 
$1 million per year to power its municipal facilities 
and services. Peace Energy Co-op was contracted 
by the City (under the direction of Energy Manager 
Peter Nilsen) to study their municipal facilities for 
solar potential with the goal of reducing electrical 
cost to taxpayers by self-producing solar electricity. 
Our 37-page report evaluated 21 potential solar 
locations, from City Hall and various sports and 
water treatment facilities to the airport. All told, 
some 1.66 megawatts of solar potential were 
identified and studied, which if fully implemented 
would save the City at least $10 million in electrical 
bills over the next 30 years.
 City Council is now evaluating our report, 
searching for potential green infrastructure grant 
money and considering next steps.
 Peace Energy Co-op has also made a solar 
presentation to Chetwynd Mayor and Council, 
and has requests from Fort St. John and Tumbler 
Ridge. We are recommending that a logical, low-
cost first step to reducing the cost of electricity 
through solar self-generation is to contract Peace 
Energy Co-op to perform a municipal solar site 
assessment like Dawson Creek’s.

Left: Bill Lindsay, 
Hudson’s Hope, is 
now Net Zero with 
his 6.1 kW roof top 
array by Peace En-
ergy Co-op. Congrats 
Bill and thanks for 
your help with our 
Hudson’s Hope open 
house and solar info 
sessions.

Below: another 
home near Hudson’s 
Hope was outfitted 
with a 5 kW solar 
array this summer. 

Miep Burgerjon and Rudy Heistad near Charlie Lake, 
BC are the proud owners of this 10.2 kW ground mount 
array from Peace Energy Co-op. Congratulations on 
becoming electrically Net Zero!

City of  
Dawson Creek  
Solar  Site  
Assessment

DISCLAIMER
All costs, power production, economic and other values in this report are estimates. The economic analysis presented 
in this report should be considered one method of evaluating these projects. The City of Dawson Creek must conduct 
their own economic evaluation with a financial professional. The estimated installed system cost(s) is/are not a formal 
estimate or bid. The information provided in this report should NOT be considered legal, financial, or tax advice. Peace 
Energy Cooperative staff provide unbiased information and may not recommend contractors or products.

Prepared for:
City of Dawson Creek
10105-12A Street
Dawson Creek, BC  V1G 3V7

December 11, 2017

Contact us:
P: (250) 782-3882
E: sales@peaceenergy.ca
www.peaceenergy.ca
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Sales Report and Future Prospects

Solar Sales Report: growing!

Watt is Actually Happening??
For the first twenty 
years of my life as an 
environmental activist, 
I was driven by a sense 
of impending doom. 
Pessimism was a powerful 
motivator: I wrote 
letters, started grassroots 
environmental groups, 

organized picket lines and media events. 
 But I slowly but surely burned out. Too 
much negativity, sadness, and frustration. 
 So about 20 years ago I flipped 180 degrees. 
Instead of putting my energy into tearing down 
what I saw as bad and destructive, I would put my 
energy into building the world I wanted to see.
 I quickly discovered that one of the keys 
to a sustainable future was to change the way we 
make and use energy. We now know how to make 
clean energy on a cost-effective and massive scale 
by using the renewable powers of nature, such as 
the infinite powers of sun and wind. Driven by 
both economics and necessity, our civilization is in 

its biggest, fastest and healthiest energy transition 
ever.
 No, the human race is not inherently evil. 
We are not intentionally melting the polar ice caps. 
We have stumbled, half asleep, into a bad situation 
that we don’t want, that we’re not prepared for and 
poorly equipped to handle. But we are beginning 
to handle it.
 Peace Energy Cooperative made history this 
past year by designing, supplying and installing 
the largest municipal solar power system in 
the province, and one of the largest in Canada. 
This project will produce low-cost, high-quality 
electricity to the District of Hudson’s Hope for 
decades to come with no pollution and very, 
very low cost of operation. This is a clean-energy 
accomplishment we can all be proud of.
 As members and supporters of Peace 
Energy Cooperative, we thank you for coming 
along with us on this exciting journey. Together we 
are changing the world.
    
   Don Pettit, Vice-president PEC

Retail and commercial 
solar sales and inquiries 
have continued to be brisk 
through this summer and 
fall, as expected.
 We have sold and 
installed six residential 
systems, with many more 
lined up almost ready to 
go for early 2018 spring 

installation totalling some 100 kW. 
 We were excited to design and install our 
first home-scale ground mount for Miep Burgerjon 
and Rudy Heistad near Charlie Lake, with several 
others in the works. Ground mounts cost a bit 
more to install than roof mounts, but overall they 
have higher energy output per watt installed.
 We have several businesses interested in 
taking advantage of the federal renewable energy 

capital cost allowance, with which most businesses 
can greatly accelerate writing off the cost of a solar 
power system.
 We have taken on the consulting services of 
Gordon  Currie (Eldoren Consulting Inc.) to assist 
with solar sales, solar report writing, etc. Gordon 
comes with a wide variety of technical skills as well 
as business and marketing experience that we feel 
will be a real asset as we continue to build our solar 
business.
 Our solar energy presentations for 
community groups and municipalities have 
proven to be very popular. Call now to reserve a 
seat or book a presentation in an area near you to 
learn more about how solar energy can reduce or 
eliminate your electrical bills.

  Greg Dueck, PEC Solar Consultant
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History and Cooperative Principles

Our principles:
•	 We	are	a	positive,	not	a	negative	force. We 

believe that instead of opposing destructive 
forces, our creative energy is better spent 
building the world we would like to see. 

•	 We	do	not	have	to	destroy	the	natural	world	
to	achieve	financial	security.	We believe the 
separation between the natural environment 
and the economy is artificial and unnecessary. 

•	 The Peace is rich in both wind and solar energy, 
and is poised to be a provincial and national 
leader in the transition to clean energy. Peace	
Energy	Co-op	is	here	to	lead	us	into	a	clean	
energy	future.

•	 People	and	community	first,	profit	second.	
Although we are a for-profit cooperative, we 
seek modest sustainable growth and vibrant 
communities, not unlimited profit. Our goal 
is to provide financial return to our member 
investors.

•	 We	 are	 proud	 to	 be	 part	 of	 the	 growing	
worldwide	 cooperative	movement. We are 
one of 2.6 million cooperatives worldwide 
that employ 250 million people with annual 
revenues of US $3 trillion. Cooperatives are a 
proven alternative to the normal corporate 
business model.

Peace Energy Co-op’s first project: BC’s first com-
mercial wind facility, Bear Mountain Wind Park.

Peace Energy Co-op’s SOLAR FARM: now under 
development! Our goal is to make this a project 
entirely owned by PEC members, providing secure 
and on-going income to our member investors 
and their cooperative. Stay tuned for more info . . .

Hudson’s Hope Solar: we are now finishing up 
the largest municipal solar project in BC. 
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